Secured Signing Now Available on Microsoft AppSource
Secured Signing for Microsoft Dynamics 365 Now Available on Microsoft AppSource, an online cloud marketplace
providing tailored line-of-business solutions.

Auckland, New Zealand — February 12, 2019 — Secured Signing today announced the availability of Secured Signing for Microsoft Dynamics 365 on
Microsoft AppSource, an online cloud marketplace providing tailored line-of-business solutions.
Since 2010, Secured Signing software has been facilitating smooth and secure online signing of documents powered by PKI digital signature
technology.

Secured Signing delivers much more than a secure signing solution: With simple and competitive pricing plans, customers can automate and digitize
many parts of their signing process using templates and workflow features.
With the launch of its Microsoft Dynamics 365 integration, businesses can enjoy the same benefits from within the Dynamics 365 system. Get
contracts signed within minutes! Simply log in to Dynamics 365 and send documents for digital signature. Invitees will receive a request to sign, and
within a few clicks the signing is complete, without the need to download an app or sign up to an account. Once signing is complete, the signed
document is automatically saved and sent to each party. Merge data from Dynamics 365 into your documents before sending for a signature and push
data back when signing is done. You can also easily track the progress of your documents waiting to be signed.

“We are excited and proud of our integration with Microsoft Dynamics 365. Our team has work hard to deliver the latest signing innovation in the right
system at the right time for our users,” said Mike Eyal, CEO of Secured Signing.
“Now, Microsoft Dynamics 365 users can take advantage of Secured Signing’s solution through Microsoft AppSource for secure online digital
signatures and simplified workflows,” said Kirsten Edmondson Wolfe, Senior Director, AppSource Product Marketing, Microsoft Corp. “Secured
Signing is one of thousands of line-of business partner solutions that work with the products they already use – like Dynamics 365. We’re happy to
welcome Secured Signing to the growing AppSource ecosystem.”
Get a free trial of Secured Signing at its page on Microsoft AppSource.

About Secured Signing:
Secured Signing provides a one-stop digital signature service that delivers a full range of form completion and e-signing capabilities. Using advanced
personalised X509 PKI Digital Signature technology, it is more secure than a plain electronic signature. Secured Signing enables its users to use any
device to capture their graphical signature, fill in, sign, seal and verify documents anywhere, anytime. The solution streamlines business processes,
cuts back on expenses, expedites delivery cycles, improves staff efficiency and enhances customer service in a green environment. To learn more
about Secured Signing, visit www.securedsigning.com.
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